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Abstract

The concept of informational independence plays
a key role in most knowledge-based systems. Al-
though de�ned di�erently in di�erent contexts,
its basic properties have been axiomatised by
J. Pearl and his co-researchers. Pearl's axiomatic
system o�ers a set of inference rules for deriving
new independence statements from an initial set
of statements and as such allows for a normal
form for representing independences. Pearl's ax-
ioms, however, focus on mutually disjoint sets
of variables only. We show that focusing on dis-
joint sets of variables can hide various interesting
properties of independence. We extend Pearl's
axiomatic system to capture these properties and
thereby introduce a new normal form for infor-
mational independence.

1 Introduction

The concept of informational independence pervades
most knowledge-based systems. The concept is used
for example for demarcating a system's scope. But
more importantly, it is making e�ective use of knowl-
edge about independences that renders knowledge-
based systems capable of dealing with the computa-
tional complexity of their problem-solving tasks.

The concept of informational independence generally
is de�ned in di�erent terms in di�erent contexts. For
example, in knowledge-based systems built on proba-
bility theory, informational independence is identi�ed
with statistical independence among sets of variables;
in constraint satisfaction systems, informational inde-
pendence is de�ned in terms of constraints | two vari-
ables are said to be independent if restricting the do-
main of one variable leaves the other one's domain un-
altered. Despite these de�nitional di�erences, the var-
ious perspectives on informational independence share
the same basic properties.

The basic properties of informational independence
have been identi�ed and taken to constitute an ax-

iomatic system for informational independence by
J. Pearl and his co-researchers [1, 2]. There are many
advantages to an axiomatic system for information-
al independence. Such a system o�ers a set of infer-
ence rules for computing new independence statements
from an initial set of statements. As such, it allows for
a normal form for independence and, hence, provides
for a concise representation of a set of independences.
An axiomatic system may further be used for verifying
whether a new statement logically follows from a set
of independence statements and for studying inconsis-
tency among independences. These advantages fall in
with the advantages of axiomatisation in general.

Pearl's axiomatic system for informational indepen-
dence focuses on independences among mutually dis-
joint sets of variables only. As a consequence, its as-
sociated normal form also focuses on mutually disjoint
sets. The concept of informational independence itself,
however, is not restricted to mutually disjoint sets of
variables. In this paper, we examine the consequences
of Pearl's restricted focus in the context of probability
theory. We show that focusing on disjoint sets of vari-
ables can hide various interesting properties of infor-
mational independence. To capture these properties,
we identify several new axioms to include in Pearl's ax-
iomatic system. The thus extended axiomatic system
allows for a new normal form for informational inde-
pendence that is more general in scope than Pearl's
normal form in that it also addresses independences
among overlapping sets of variables.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
We review Pearl's axiomatic system for informational
independence in Section 2 and discuss the extension
Pearl has proposed for his system in Section 3. The
main results of our analysis of the restricted focus on
disjoint sets of variables, including a new normal form
for informational independence, are presented in Sec-
tion 4; in a forthcoming paper, we will provide further
details and full proofs. The present paper is rounded
o� with some conclusions in Section 5.
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2 Independence Revisited

The concept of informational independence has been
studied in various di�erent contexts. Especially in the
context of probability theory has independence been a
subject of extensive studies, see for example [3, 4]. The
main objective of the early statistical studies was to
identify and express in algebraic form independence re-
lations of probability distributions to allow for compar-
ison and classi�cation. J. Pearl and his co-researchers
were among the �rst to formalise properties of inde-
pendence in an axiomatic system and to develop a logic
for informational independence [5, 6, 7].

In the context of probability theory, the concept of in-
dependence is generally introduced in terms of numer-
ical quantities: the independence relation of a prob-
ability distribution is taken to be implicitly embed-
ded in the probabilities involved. A de�nition of inde-
pendence in terms of numbers suggests that, in order
to determine whether two sets of variables are (con-
ditionally) independent, several probabilities have to
be computed and several equalities have to be tested;
moreover, such a de�nition suggests that for deter-
mining independence a probability distribution on the
variables discerned has to be explicitly available. In
contrast, humans tend to be able to state directly, with
conviction and consistency, whether or not two sets
of variables are independent. Such statements of in-
dependence typically are issued qualitatively, without
any reference to exact probabilities. Based on these
observations, Pearl argues that the concept of inde-
pendence is far more basic to human reasoning than its
numerical de�nition suggests and that in fact the def-
inition of independence in terms of probabilities may
be looked upon as a quantitative way of capturing the
basic concept which is qualitative in nature [1]. Pearl's
aim in designing an axiomatic system for informational
independence now is to provide an explicit qualitative
de�nition of independence.

We begin our review of Pearl's axiomatic system for
informational independence by introducing some no-
tational convention. Let V be a �nite set of (discrete)
variables and let Pr be a joint probability distribu-
tion on V . Then, the independence relation IPr �
P(V )�P(V )�P(V ) of Pr is de�ned by (X;Z; Y ) 2 IPr
if and only if Pr(X = x j Y = y^Z = z) = Pr(X = x j
Z = z) for all value assignments x; y; z to the sets of
variables X;Y; Z � V , respectively. In the sequel, we
will omit the subscript Pr from the notation IPr as
long as ambiguity cannot occur. Also, we will write
I(X;Z; Y ) to denote (X;Z; Y ) 2 I and :I(X;Z; Y )
to denote (X;Z; Y ) 62 I . A statement I(X;Z; Y ) of
a probability distribution's independence relation I

is called an independence statement. In qualitative

terms, an independence statement I(X;Z; Y ) express-
es that in the context of information about Z informa-
tion about Y is irrelevant with respect to X .

In designing his axiomatic system for informational
independence, Pearl identi�es various properties that
are satis�ed by any probability distribution's indepen-
dence relation and takes these as axioms for the qual-
itative concept of informational independence [1].

De�nition 2.1 Let V be a �nite set of variables. A
semi-graphoid independence relation on V is a ternary
relation I � P(V )�P(V )�P(V ) such that I satis�es
the properties

� I(X;Z; Y )! I(Y; Z;X);

� I(X;Z; Y [W )! I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W );

� I(X;Z; Y [W )! I(X;Z [W;Y );

� I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z [ Y;W )! I(X;Z; Y [W );

for all mutually disjoint sets X;Y; Z;W � V . A
graphoid independence relation I on V is a semi-
graphoid independence relation on V such that I sat-
is�es the additional property

� I(X;Z[W;Y )^I(X;Z[Y;W ) ! I(X;Z; Y [W );

for all mutually disjoint sets X;Y; Z;W � V .

The properties stated in De�nition 2.1 with each oth-
er convey the idea that learning irrelevant information
does not alter the independences among the variables
discerned; for a discussion of the qualitative meanings
of these properties, we refer the reader to [1]. Note that
from De�nition 2.1 and the basic axioms of probabil-
ity theory, we have that the independence relation of
any probability distribution Pr is a semi-graphoid in-
dependence relation; furthermore, if Pr is strictly pos-
itive, that is, if Pr does not comprise any non-trivial
zero probabilities, then its independence relation is a
graphoid independence relation. In the sequel, Def-
inition 2.1 will be referred to as Pearl's (restricted)
axiomatic system for informational independence.

3 Pearl's Extended Axiomatic System

Pearl's axiomatic system for informational indepen-
dence involves axioms for mutually disjoint sets of vari-
ables only. The basic concept of independence, how-
ever, is not restricted to mutually disjoint sets of vari-
ables. In the context of probability theory, a proba-
bility distribution's independence relation typically in-
cludes independence statements involving overlapping
sets of variables. To fully capture the basic concept
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of independence, an axiomatic system should therefore
provide axioms, not just for mutually disjoint sets, but
for overlapping sets of variables as well. In this sec-
tion, we review the extension Pearl has proposed for
this purpose for his axiomatic system.

In the context of probability theory, the properties in
De�nition 2.1, although stated to hold for mutually
disjoint sets of variables only, hold for overlapping sets
as well, as is easily veri�ed. The axioms of Pearl's
de�nition of informational independence therefore are
generalised straightforwardly to apply to overlapping
sets of variables. In addition, Pearl proposes includ-
ing an extra axiom in his system. This axiom has its
motivational foundation in the property

I(X;Z; Y )$ I(X � Z;Z; Y � Z)

for all sets X;Y; Z � V , �rst identi�ed by A.P. Dawid
to hold for any probability distribution's independence
relation [3]. To allow for deriving Dawid's property
for overlapping sets of variables, Pearl introduces the
axiom

I(X;Z;Z)

for all sets X;Z � V [1]. This axiom asserts that,
once information about Z is known, learning informa-
tion about Z is irrelevant with respect to any set of
variables X . The validity of the axiom in the context
of probability theory is easily veri�ed. Pearl's extend-
ed axiomatic system for informational independence is
summarised in the following de�nition.

De�nition 3.1 Let V be a �nite set of variables. An
extended semi-graphoid independence relation on V is
a ternary relation I � P(V )�P(V )�P(V ) such that
I satis�es the properties

� I(X;Z; Y )! I(Y; Z;X);

� I(X;Z; Y [W )! I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z;W );

� I(X;Z; Y [W )! I(X;Z [W;Y );

� I(X;Z; Y ) ^ I(X;Z [ Y;W )! I(X;Z; Y [W );

� I(X;Z;Z);

for all sets X;Y; Z;W � V . An extended graphoid
independence relation I on V is an extended semi-
graphoid independence relation on V such that I sat-
is�es the additional property

� I(X;Z[W;Y )^I(X;Z[Y;W ) ! I(X;Z; Y [W );

for all sets X;Y; Z;W � V .

Note that from De�nition 3.1 and the basic axioms
of probability theory, we have that the independence
relation of any probability distribution Pr is an extend-
ed semi-graphoid independence relation; furthermore,
if Pr is strictly positive, then its independence relation
is an extended graphoid independence relation.

The following lemma con�rms that Dawid's property
for overlapping sets of variables can be derived from
Pearl's extended axiomatic system.

Lemma 3.2 Let V be a �nite set of variables and let
I be an extended semi-graphoid independence relation
on V . Then, I(X;Z; Y )$ I(X �Z;Z; Y �Z), for all
sets X;Y; Z � V .

4 On Normal Forms

In his work on graphical representations of indepen-
dence relations, Pearl builds on the restricted axiomat-
ic system for informational independence, that is, on
the system that involves axioms for mutually disjoint
sets of variables only [1]. In this section, we address
the question whether this focus on disjoint sets of vari-
ables is an essential one. To this end, we examine an
independence relation's set of statements that involve
overlapping sets of variables. Note that, if any such
statement can be derived by the extended axiomat-
ic system from the relation's set of statements that
involve mutually disjoint sets of variables only, then
Pearl's focus on disjoint sets is not essential and any
theory built on the restricted axiomatic system holds
for independence relations in general. In fact, Pearl's
extended axiomatic system can then be looked upon as
allowing for a normal form for informational indepen-
dence that warrants building on the restricted system.

De�nition 4.1 Let V be a �nite set of variables and
let I be an extended semi-graphoid independence rela-
tion on V . An independence statement I(X;Z; Y ) is
said to be in Pearl normal form if the sets X;Y; Z � V

are mutually disjoint.

In addressing Pearl's focus on disjoint sets of vari-
ables, we distinguish between strictly positive prob-
ability distributions and distributions more in general.

4.1 Strictly Positive Distributions

In designing his axiomatic system for informational
independence, Pearl has singled out strictly positive
probability distributions because these distributions
satisfy properties that are not satis�ed by probabili-
ty distributions in general. This special attention for
strictly positive distributions has resulted in the con-
cept of a graphoid independence relation as a special
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type of semi-graphoid independence relation. We now
reconsider the independence relation of a strictly pos-
itive distribution and examine its set of independence
statements that involve overlapping sets of variables.

Strictly positive probability distributions are well-
known for the property that they do not embed any
functional dependences among their variables. In a
strictly positive distribution, therefore, there are no
variables whose value is completely determined by
some other variables' values. This lack of functional
dependences in strictly positive probability distribu-
tions is reected in their independence relations.

Proposition 4.2 Let V be a �nite set of variables.
Let Pr be a strictly positive joint probability distribu-
tion on V and let I be its independence relation. Then,

:I(fVig; Z; fVig)

for each variable Vi 2 V and all sets Z � V � fVig.

The property stated in Proposition 4.2 expresses that
in a strictly positive probability distribution informa-
tion about a variable Vi cannot be irrelevant with re-
spect to Vi itself as long as no information about Vi

is available as yet. So, this property conveys that in-
deed there do not exist any functional dependences
among the variables discerned. Note that, if informa-
tion about Vi is available, that is, if Vi 2 Z, we have
I(fVig; Z; fVig) by Pearl's extended axiomatic system.

The concept of an extended graphoid independence re-
lation has been designed to capture independence rela-
tions of strictly positive probability distributions. Un-
fortunately, this concept does not reect the property
stated in Proposition 4.2: an extended graphoid in-
dependence relation may very well include statements
I(fVig; Z; fVig) for some Vi 2 V and Z � V �fVig. To
exclude such statements, we add to Pearl's extended
axiomatic system the axiom

:I(fVig; Z; fVig)

for each variable Vi 2 V and all sets Z � V � fVig, for
extended graphoid independence relations. Note that,
in contrast with all other axioms in Pearl's extended
axiomatic system, this axiom is negative in the sense
that it explicitly states which independence statements
do not hold. In fact, the axiom expresses a dependence
and may be looked upon as providing for a dependence
closure.

To conclude, we address the normal form for informa-
tional independence in strictly positive probability dis-
tributions allowed for by our new extended axiomatic
system. From the new axiom we have that the in-
dependence relation of a strictly positive probability

distribution does not comprise any statement of the
form I(fVig; Z; fVig) with Vi 62 Z. In fact, the inde-
pendence relation does not even include statements of
the form I(X;Z; Y ) with X\Y 6� Z, as is stated more
formally in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3 Let V be a �nite set of variables. Let
Pr be a strictly positive joint probability distribution
on V and let I be its independence relation. Then,
:I(X;Z; Y ) for all sets X;Y; Z � V with X \ Y 6� Z.

From Lemma 4.3 we have that all statements of the
independence relation of a strictly positive probability
distribution that involve overlapping sets of variables
are of the form I(X;Z; Y ) with X \ Y � Z. From
Lemma 3.2 we now have that, if I(X;Z; Y ) is a valid
statement in I , then I(X � Z;Z; Y � Z) is also in I .
In addition, we have that I(X;Z; Y ) can be derived
from this statement by the (new) extended axiomatic
system. Note that the statement I(X�Z;Z; Y �Z) is
in Pearl normal form. So, for any independence state-
ment s in I that is not in Pearl normal form, there
exists in I a statement s0 that is in Pearl normal form
such that s0 , s. This property is depicted schemati-
cally in Figure 1. In the �gure, I represents the set of
all statements in the independence relation at hand;
IPNF represents the subset of statements that are in
Pearl normal form.

I

IPNF

s

s
0

Figure 1: The Derivability of Statements in I � IPNF
for Strictly Positive Probability Distributions.

From the above observations, we conclude that in view
of independence relations of strictly positive probabili-
ty distributions, Pearl's focus on mutually disjoint sets
of variables is not essential: any statement from such
an independence relation that is not in Pearl normal
form can be derived by our new extended axiomatic
system from the relation's set of statements that are
in normal form. Pearl normal form therefore su�ces
for representing the relation at hand.

4.2 General Probability Distributions

While strictly positive probability distributions do not
embed any functional dependences among their vari-
ables, probability distributions in general may very
well do so: a probability distribution may involve one
or more deterministic variables whose value is com-
pletely determined by some other variables' values. We
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now reconsider independence relations of probability
distributions that may embed functional dependences;
in doing so, we once more examine their sets of inde-
pendence statements that involve overlapping sets of
variables.

In the previous section, we have seen that lack of func-
tional dependences in a probability distribution gives
rise to the property :I(fVig; Z; fVig) for each variable
Vi 2 V and all sets Z � V � fVig. In the presence of
functional dependences this property no longer holds,
as the dependences are reected in the independence
relation at hand: the independence relation of a prob-
ability distribution that embeds one or more function-
al dependences among its variables typically includes
statements of the form I(fVig; Z; fVig) with Vi 62 Z.
Such an independence statement expresses that in the
context of information about Z, information about Vi

is irrelevant with respect to Vi itself, even if no in-
formation about Vi is available as yet. From a quali-
tative point of view, independence statements of this
form may seem couterintuitive: intuitively, no vari-
able can be independent from itself. Recall, however,
that we build on the probabilistic concept of indepen-
dence which is de�ned in terms of numerical quantities:
the statement I(fVig; Z; fVig) reects that Vi's value
is completely determined by the information about Z
and, hence, that Vi is functionally dependent upon Z.
The presence of statements of this form in a proba-
bility distribution's independence relation gives rise to
the property stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.4 Let V be a �nite set of variables.
Let Pr be a joint probability distribution on V and let
I be its independence relation. Then,

I(X;Z;X)! I(X;Z; Y )

for all sets X;Y; Z � V .

The property stated in Proposition 4.4 expresses that,
if information about X is irrelevant with respect to
X itself in the context of some information about Z,
then information about any set of variables is irrele-
vant with respect to X in this context. Note that this
property cannot be derived from the axioms stated in
De�nition 3.1 and therefore is logically independent
from Pearl's extended axiomatic system.

So far, we have considered in a distribution's indepen-
dence relation the statements for the set of functionally
dependent variables only. We now turn to the e�ect
of the presence of functional dependences on the inde-
pendences among the other variables discerned.

Proposition 4.5 Let V be a �nite set of variables.
Let Pr be a joint probability distribution on V and let

I be its independence relation. Then,

I(X;Z;X) ^ I(Y; Z;W )! I(X [ Y; Z;X [W )

for all sets X;Y; Z;W � V .

The property stated in Proposition 4.5 reects that
once the values of the functionally dependent variables
in X are completely determined by some information
about Z, then learning information about X cannot
alter the independences among all other variables dis-
cerned. Note once more that this property cannot be
derived from the axioms stated in De�nition 3.1 nor
from the property stated in Proposition 4.4. The fol-
lowing lemma shows that the property stated in Propo-
sition 4.5 is easily generalised to a bi-implication.

Lemma 4.6 Let V be a �nite set of variables. Let
Pr be a joint probability distribution on V and let
I be its independence relation. Then, I(X;Z;X) ^
I(Y; Z;W ) $ I(X [ Y; Z;X [ W ) for all sets
X;Y; Z;W � V .

The concept of an extended semi-graphoid indepen-
dence relation has been designed to capture indepen-
dence relations of probability distributions in gener-
al. An extended semi-graphoid independence relation,
however, need not satisfy the properties stated in the
Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. We therefore add to Pearl's
extended axiomatic system the axioms

I(X;Z;X)! I(X;Z; Y )

and

I(X;Z;X) ^ I(Y; Z;W )! I(X [ Y; Z;X [W )

for all sets of variables X;Y; Z;W � V , for semi-
graphoid independence relations.

To conclude, we address the normal form for infor-
mational independence in probability distributions in
general allowed for by our new extended axiomatic sys-
tem. Any statement in the independence relation of a
probability distribution that involves overlapping sets
of variables is of one of the following forms

� I(X;Z; Y ) with X \ Y � Z; or,

� I(X;Z; Y ) with X \ Y 6� Z.

For statements of the form I(X;Z; Y ) with X\Y � Z,
we observe that similar observations apply as for the
independences in a strictly positive probability distri-
bution. Note that if in a distribution's independence
relation all statements involving overlapping sets of
variables are of this form, then the distribution does
not embed any functional dependences.
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We now consider the independence statements of the
form I(X;Z; Y ) with X \ Y 6� Z; without loss of
generality we assume that (X \ Y ) \ Z = ?. From
Lemma 4.6 we have that if I(X;Z; Y ) is a valid
statement in I , then both I(X \ Y; Z;X \ Y ) and
I(X �Y; Z; Y �X) are in I . In addition we have that
I(X;Z; Y ) can be derived from these statements by
the new extended axiomatic system. Note that while
the statement I(X � Y; Z; Y �X) is in Pearl normal
form, the statement I(X \ Y; Z;X \ Y ) is not. The
latter statement, however, is also of a special, restrict-
ed form as it models functional dependence of X \ Y

on Z; we say that the statement is in functional form.
We now have that, for any independence statement s
in I that is not in Pearl normal form nor in functional
form, there exist in I a statement s0 that is in Pearl
normal form and a statement s00 that is in functional
form such that s0 ^ s00 , s. This property is depicted
in Figure 2. In the �gure, I represents the set of all
independence statements in the independence relation
at hand; IFF represents the set of all statements that
are in functional form; IPNF represents all statements
from I that are in Pearl normal form.

I

IPNF

s

s
0

s
00IFF

Figure 2: The Derivability of Statements in I �
(IPNF [ IFF ) for General Probability Distributions.

From the above observations we conclude that in view
of an independence relation of a probability distri-
bution that embeds functional dependences, Pearl's
focus on mutually disjoint sets of variables hides an
interesting and important set of independence state-
ments, namely the independence statements arising
from functional dependences: these statements can-
not be derived by Pearl's extended axiomatic system
from the relation's set of statements that are in nor-
mal form. Pearl normal form therefore does not su�ce
for representing such an independence relation. We
introduce a new normal form for this purpose in the
following de�nition.

De�nition 4.7 Let V be a �nite set of variables and
let I be an extended semi-graphoid independence rela-
tion on V . An independence statement I(X;Z; Y ) is
said to be in normal form if the sets X;Y; Z � V are
mutually disjoint, or if X and Z are mutually disjoint
and X = Y .

We would like to note that in the context of graphi-
cal representations of independence Pearl and his co-

researchers have pointed out the necessity of explicitly
modelling all functional dependences [2]; our new nor-
mal form falls in with and extends on their observa-
tions.

5 Conclusions

The concept of informational independence has been
axiomatised by J. Pearl and his co-researchers. Pearl's
axiomatic system focuses on independences among
mutually disjoint sets of variables only. We have shown
that this focus on disjoint sets can hide various inter-
esting properties of informational independence, prop-
erties arising from functional dependences among the
variables discerned. To capture these properties we
have extended Pearl's axiomatic system with several
new axioms. The thus extended axiomatic system al-
lows for a normal form for informational independence
that elucidates the necessity of explicitly representing
the functional dependences among the variables of an
independence relation.
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